The Lancaster Mennonite Historical Society will conduct an auction on September 11, 2015, at 2215 Millstream Road, Lancaster, Pennsylvania, one-half mile east of the intersection of Routes 30 and 462. The sale date for the remainder of 2015 is as follows: November 13. The auction not only specializes in local and denominational history and genealogy of southeastern Pennsylvania, but also includes theological works and other types of material of interest to the nationwide constituency. Please refer to the last page of the catalog for book auction procedures. Individual catalogs are available from the Society for $5.00 + $3.00 postage and handling. Persons who wish to be added to the mailing list for the rest of 2015 may do so by sending $5.00 with name and address to the Society. Higher rates apply for subscribers outside of the United States. All subscriptions expire at the end of the calendar year. The catalog is also available for free on our web site at www.lmhs.org/auction.html.
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38. Smith, C. Henry. _Smith’s Story of the Mennonites_. 5th ed. Revised and enlarged by Cornelius Krahn. Newton,
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269. 8 pennants: 6 items 25”: Binghamton (dark blue), Buffalo (green), Canada (green), Niagara Falls (pink), Philadelphia-Liberty Bell (pink/blue), Wayneboro PA (red); 2 items 30”: Gettysburg PA, House in which Jennie Wade was killed (1-green, 1-blue) (felt, unevenly faded, creased, wrinkled, soiled, mc).

270. Headley, J.T. The Achievements of Stanley and Other African Explorers Comparing All the Late and Really Great Achievements Won in the Exploration of the Vast Unknown Region of Equatorial Africa.,.; The Story of Those Wonderful Adventures and Brilliant Achievements from First to Last Is Fully Set Forth, the Whole Having Been Carefully Prepared Philadelphia, Pa.: Hubbard Bros., 1878. 605pp (fp, marbled covers, endpapers and edges, b/w ill, fold-out map, yp, front cover dettached, spine cover torn and partially detached, gc).


297. [Wesley, John. A Survey of the Wisdom of God in the Creation; or, A Compendium of Natural Philosophy.


333. Esch, A.J. Erstes deutsches Lesebuch für amerikanische Schulen, c1887, reprint ed. [195-?]. 90pp (fp, b/w ill, hybrid SC Lauderdale, syp, spine cover faded, gc); A-B-C-Buchstabier- und Lese-Buch, 1936. 15pp (p, yp, covers blemished, gc); Katechismus oder kurze und einfache Unterweisung aus der heiligen Schrift, in Fragen und Antworten, 1918. xii, 68, 38pp (p, yp, covers blemished, gc); Katechismus für kleine Kinder: zum Gebrauch für Schulen, Sonntagsschulen und Familien: besonders bearbeitet für die Kleinkinder-Klassen zur Grundlage eines evangelischen Religions-Unterrichts: mit einer Zugabe von etlichen Gebetformen für Kinder, wie auch Kinderlieder, 1928. 80pp (p, ds, yp, covers blemished, mc).


348.PELLMAN, Hubert R. A PELMAN Family History: LeRoy S. and Elizabeth Lauver Pellman and Their Children, Ancestors, and Descendants. Edited by Miriam Pellman Maust. Author and Editor: 1996. 284pp (dj, b/w ill, b/w map on front endpapers, bib refs, ind, vgc); Hagey, Henry D. Some Local History of Franconia Township, Including Six Hundred Ancestors, and Descendants. Edited by Miriam Pellman Maust. Author and Editor: 1996. 284pp (dj, b/w ill, b/w map on front endpapers, bib refs, ind, vgc).
352. Lehman, James H. The Old Brethren. Elgin, Ill.: Brethren Press, 1976. 384pp (pb, b/w ill, bib refs, ind, yp, gc);


392. The Mill Stream. Lancaster, Pa.: Lancaster Mennonite School. 48 monthly (except for July-September) iss.: Vol. 1 (1943), no. 2; Vol. 2 (1944), no. 8; Vol. 3 (1945), no. 8-9; Vol. 4 (1947), no. 1-3, 5-9; Vol. 6 (1948), complete; Vol. 7 (1949), no. 1-2, 5-9; Vol. 8 (1950), no. 1-3-5, 7-9; Vol. 9 (1951), no. 1-5, 9; Vol. 10 (1952), no. 1-2; Vol. 13 (1955), no. 3, 8; Vol. 14 (1956), no. 1-3. ca. 30pp/iss (pb, b/w ill, some foxing, 1 duplicate, ds, blemished, wrinkled and mildewed pp and covers, sps, several pp stuck together, yp. 1 iss covers detached, mc to gc).


487. The Catholic Church in the Twentieth Century: Renewing and Reimagining the City of God. ed. J. Deedy, 2000. xvi, 244pp (pb, bib refs, ind, vgc); Stuven, E., Still Catholic After All These Fears, 1995. 222pp (dj, vgc); Haughton, R., The Catholic Thing, 1979. 249pp (pb, covers sl discolored, gc); Kennedy, K., Being Catholic Now: Prominent Americans Talk About Change in the Church and the Quest for Meaning, 2008. xxxiv, 247pp (pb, b/w ill, gc).


491. Harbaugh, H. The Fathers of the German Reformed Church in Europe and America. Lancaster, [Pa.]: Sprenger & Westhaeffer, 1857-88. Vols. 1-6, complete. 394; 408; 493; 504; 427; 415pp (bib refs, some foxying on edges, yp, some covers blemished, several spine covers blemished/torn or partially missing, gc).


496. Special Publication. Aberdeen, Md.: Harford County Genealogical Society. 18 iss: iss no. 1, 10-12, 14-15, 18-23, ca. 30-130pp/iss (pb, iss no. 1 is 4 pts, vgc); Special Bulletin. Aberdeen, Md.: Harford County Genealogical Society. 4 iss: No. 5, 7-9, ca. 20-50pp/iss (pb, vgc); Harford County, Maryland, 1800 Census. Baltimore, Md.: Maryland Genealogical Society, 1972. [iii], 55 lvs (pb, vgc); Cecil County, Maryland, 1800 Census. Baltimore, Md.: Maryland Genealogical Society, 1972. [iii], 24 lvs (all in file box, vb, vgc).


The Lancaster Mennonite Historical Society is pleased to announce the latest addition to its collection of online resources. All of the issues of the Society's quarterly publications (Mennonite Research Journal and Pennsylvania Mennonite Heritage)—containing a wealth of information on Mennonite and Lancaster County history, genealogy, and church history—are now available to members through the Society website. To access the MRJ and the other online resources, visit https://www.lmhs.org/research/online-resources/. Lancaster County Historical Society (Pa.) Authors: Lancaster County Historical Society (Pa.) Categories: Nonfiction. Rating Â Book digitized by Google from the library of New York Public Library and uploaded to the Internet Archive by user tpb. Includes minutes of the Society's meetings Author index: Vols. 1-10, 1896-1906. 1 v.; Vols. 11-20, 1907-16. 1 v.; Vols. 21-26, 1917-22. The Society's November book auction has an especially rich abundance of old and rare books. (Click on bold book numbers to see larger image.) Lot 28 Â Go to slide 11. There are a number of volumes thought to have belonged to some of the early Mennonites who settled in the Sonnenberg area of Ohio beginning in 1819 (Lots #120-143). These include three Ausbunds, of which, one has brass pieces embossed with "ISAAC S[PRUNGER] and 1821 (Lot #140). Another Ausbund has brass pieces embossed with "CNB and 1839 (Lot #138). Two other books have embossed brass pieces with "ES and 1805 (Lot #125), as well as "CM [CHRISTIAN MOSER] and 1792 (Lot #120).